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The photonic band gap ͑PBG͒ effect and its isotropy of sunflower-type circular photonic crystal ͑CPC͒ are obtained and investigated from the transmission spectra performed by finite-difference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ method. The PBG directional width variation is found to be only 6.7%. A well-confined whispering gallery mode ͑WGM͒ with azimuthal number of 6 is obtained by FDTD simulation from the CPC microcavity formed by seven missing air holes ͑C2͒. Ascribed to the deep and isotropic PBG confinement, the WGM lasing with very-low threshold ͑ϳ0.13 mW͒ and very-high-quality ͑Q͒ factor ͑Ͼ10 000͒ is obtained from well-fabricated CPC C2 microcavity lasers. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2724899͔
In advanced optical communication systems, circular resonator plays a key role in numerous applications including filters, add/drop channel devices, optical buffer components, and so on. In most circular resonators with large dimension, they usually exhibit excellent characteristics of low loss, good confinement, high quality factor, etc. Unfortunately, when the size of resonator is reduced for condensed system requirement, the bend loss of total internal reflection arisen from decreased local radius of resonator increases dramatically. To solve this problem, a resonator design named annular circular resonator ͑ACR͒ is proposed by Scheue and Yariv. 1, 2 In ACR, the confinement is provided by Bragg reflection of the surrounded annular Bragg reflector formed by concentric periodic circular trenches instead of total internal reflection effect. However, there are two problems in ACR. First, the widely used membrane structure cannot be applied in ACR due to the annular Bragg reflector. Second, the current injection structure cannot be achieved due to its discontinuous structure. Very recently, one promising solution called circular photonic crystal ͑CPC͒ microcavity is proposed by several groups. [3] [4] [5] [6] In CPC microcavity, the circular trenches ͑annular Bragg reflector͒ are replaced by CPC lattices consisting of air holes fabricated on dielectric materials, as illustrated in Fig. 1͑a͒ , and the confinement is provided by the photonic band gap ͑PBG͒ effect of CPC lattice which is found very recently. 7, 8 In general, the CPC lattices are arranged to be concentric circles in different formations including square, triangular, and sunflower type. 5 There are several advantages of using CPC microcavity. First, the isotropic PBG can be obtained from this kind of nonperiodic lattice structure due to its high symmetry in the wave vector ͑k͒ space. This implies that the CPC microcavity could provide more uniform confinement in different directions and lead to better lasing properties. Second, by proper design, the highly confined whispering galley mode ͑WGM͒, which is a highly potential mode in photonic integrated circuits ͑PIC͒, can be sustained in the CPC microcavity. Third, due to the lattice geometry, the CPC microcavity fused with CPC waveguide 7,9,10 also shows large flexibility in PIC design.
Although few theoretical results of modal characteristics of large microcavities ͑Ͼ2 m in diameter͒ formed by CPCs have been reported, [3] [4] [5] the characteristics of CPC microcavity with small cavity size ͑Ͻ2 m in diameter͒ have not been studied yet. In this report, at first, we investigate the isotropy of the PBG of sunflower-type CPC by finite-difference timedomain ͑FDTD͒ simulations. Then we design a microcavity formed by seven missing air holes, called CPC C2 microcavity ͑Ͻ2 m in diameter͒. Its modal characteristics performed by FDTD simulations indicate that the WGM can be sustained in this microcavity. From the well-fabricated devices, the WGM single-mode lasing action with ultralow threshold a͒ Electronic mail: ricky.eo94g@nctu.edu.tw FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Scheme of sunflower-type CPC lattice structure and the calculation setup of transmission spectrum. ͑b͒ Calculated transmission spectra of CPC lattice structure ͑red curve͒ and that with C2 microcavity ͑purple curve͒. The spectrum indicates the PBG region for normalized frequency from 0.29 to 0.354. ͑c͒ By rotating the whole CPC lattice, the variations of PBG width and upper and lower gap boundaries are calculated, which are 6.7%, 7.9%, and 4.5%, respectively, compared to PBG width at 0°. and estimated measured high quality ͑Q͒ factor is obtained.
The scheme of a sunflower-type CPC lattice is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , and the spatial lattice positions on the x-y plane are given by
where a and N denote the lattice constant and number of the concentric lattice periods, which are also defined in Fig. 1͑a͒ . To investigate its PBG effect, we calculate its transmission spectrum using FDTD method with effective index approximation. A Gaussian dipole source with 0.366 central normalized frequency is put on one side of the CPC lattice formed by 127 air holes. Then, the transmitted electromagnetic wave is detected by a detector on the opposite side. The calculated transmission spectrum of CPC with 500 nm lattice constant ͑a͒ and 0.42a air-hole radius ͑r͒ is shown as red curve in Fig.  1͑b͒ . In this figure, a significant PBG region lower than −15 dB transmission for normalized frequency from 0.29 to 0.354 is observed. To investigate the PBG isotropy, we rotate the CPC lattice by an angle with 3°increment, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . In the simulation, we only deal with the case of = 0°-30°due to the 12-fold-like rotational symmetry of CPC lattice. The normalized frequency of upper and lower gap boundaries as a function of is shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . The variations of PBG width and upper and lower boundaries compared to the PBG width ͑defined at 0°͒ are only 6.7%, 7.9%, and 4.5%, respectively, which shows the isotropic PBG of CPC. ͑This result is quite similar with the CPC PBG isotropy using metallic rods reported by Horiuchi et al. 8 ͒ We also numerically study the PBG directional variation of triangular photonic crystal ͑PC͒ for comparison by the same simulation setup. Its PBG width variation is found to be 10.1%, which is larger than that of CPC. Besides, the transmission depth ͑low transmission region͒ variation of PC PBG is about 15 dB, which is also much larger than 5 dB of CPC PBG. Thus, the above numerical results clearly indicate the isotopic PBG of CPC. In chasing for thresholdless microand nanoscale laser sources, the reduction of unnecessary spontaneous emission by the PBG effect becomes a key issue. 11 To suppress the spontaneous emission efficiently, the directional difference of PBG has to be relatively small compared to the width of PBG itself, 8 i.e., the PBG must be isotropic. As a result, the CPC with isotropic PBG can be considered as a potential candidate of lattice structure to realize thresholdless laser sources.
The modal characteristics of CPC C2 microcavity are also performed by FDTD method with an effective index of 2.7, which is obtained with the dielectric slab thickness of 220 nm. In searching for defect modes in PC microcavity, FDTD method with effective index has been reported as a fast and reliable approach. 12 The normalized frequencies of calculated defect modes versus r / a ratio of CPC C2 microcavity are shown in Fig. 2 . Lots of defect modes exist within the PBG region and their mode profiles are also shown in Fig. 2 , including zero-͑K =4,5,6͒, first-͑K =2,3͒, and second-order ͑K =0,1͒ radial modes, where K denotes the rotational Bloch number. It is worthy to notice that one of them presents zero-order radial WGM profile with azimuthal number of 6 ͑K =6͒. The transmission spectrum of CPC C2 microcavity is also shown as purple curve in Fig. 1͑b͒ . For the researches in past decades, WGM is a very important mode in the applications of quantum information process and coupled active devices with logical operation. But, in most photonic crystal microcavities, WGM is rarely well sustained in the cavity or takes the lead during mode competition. Thus, we will focus on this WGM in our following experiments and discussions.
In fabrication, the CPC C2 microcavity is fabricated on the epitaxial structure consisting of four 10 nm compressively strained InGaAsP multi-quantum-wells ͑MQWs͒ with 1550 nm peak wavelength and around 200 nm broad spectrum width from 1380 to 1580 nm under photoluminescence. The CPC patterns are defined by electron-beam lithography and transferred into MQWs by a series of inductively coupled plasma/reactive ion etching process. The membrane structure is formed by HCl selective wet etching. The details of the fabrication procedure can be found in our previous reports. 13, 14 The top-view and tilted-view scanning electron microscope ͑SEM͒ pictures of fabricated devices are shown in Fig. 3 .
In characterization, the microcavity is optically pumped at room temperature by 845 nm laser pulse with 0.5% duty cycle. The measured lasing actions with different lattice parameters are denoted by open circles in Fig. 2 , and they clearly indicate the lasing mode is WGM compared with the simulation results. The small difference between simulated and measured results is arisen from the index approximation used in FDTD simulations. The typical light-in-light-out ͑L-L͒ curve is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ , and the threshold can be estimated as low as 0.13 mW from the curve. The spectra of near and above threshold at lasing wavelength of 1519.8 nm are shown in Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ . The measured Q factor is larger than 10 000 estimated from measured linewidth ͑⌬ FWHM ͒ near the transparency pump level by Q = / ⌬ FWHM . This estimated Q factor value is limited to the resolution of our spectrum analyzer, and the details of this experimental estimated method can be found in report by Srinivasan et al. 15 Comparing with the lasing characteristics of dodecagonal quasi-PC ͑DQPC͒ D2 microcavity we reported before, 14 the estimated Q factor and the threshold of CPC C2 microcavity are both better than those of DQPC D2 microcavity. Actually, for these two microcavities, the cavity modal boundaries are almost the same. As a result, this indicates the more isotropic PBG confinement of CPCs than DQPCs. Besides, to further prove that the lasing mode is WGM, a direct approach is applying a perturbation in the microcavity, for example, fabricating a central air hole in the microcavity region. 13 The typical lasing spectra in decibel scale are shown in Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑e͒. A significant side mode which is identified as dipole ͑K =1͒ mode can be observed in Fig.  4͑d͒ . After inserting the central air hole shown in the inset SEM picture, the side mode is greatly reduced without affecting the WGM lasing and the side-mode suppression ratio ͑SMSR͒ is increased up to 25 dB, as shown in Fig. 4͑e͒ . Besides, although the effective index of the microcavity is greatly reduced by this inserted central air hole, there is only small wavelength shifting under large cavity index variance, as shown in Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑e͒ . This strongly implies the small influence caused by the central air hole on effective modal index of WGM, which provides direct evidence of WGM lasing.
Although above results in simulations and experiments show isotropic PBG of CPC and excellent performances of CPC C2 microcavity, small anisotropy still exists in the sunflower-type CPC due to its 12-fold-like symmetry in its Brillioun zone. In our undergoing work, to overcome this small anisotropy and realize real circular Brillioun zone, the CPC lattice structure needs to be modified. The approach is properly rotating the lattice structure period by period, 4, 8 and the further improved lasing properties of higher Q factor and lower threshold can be expected.
In summary, we have investigated the PBG isotropy of sunflower-type CPC lattice by FDTD simulated transmission spectra. The variations of PBG width and upper and lower boundaries compared to PBG width at 0°are only 6.7%, 7.9%, and 4.5%, respectively, which indicate the isotropic PBG of CPC. The WGM ͑K =6͒ and other defect modes of CPC C2 microcavity are also calculated by FDTD method. From well-fabricated devices, we obtained the lasing action of WGM with high estimated Q factor of over 10 000 and ultralow threshold of 0.13 mW, which are ascribed to the isotropic CPC PBG effect. By adding extra perturbation ͑central air hole͒, we further confirm that the lasing mode is WGM and the SMSR is increased up to 25 dB due to the side-mode reduction. 4 . ͑a͒ L-L curve and spectra of ͑b͒ near and ͑c͒ above threshold of WGM lasing action at 1519.8 nm for a typical CPC C2 microcavity. Its threshold and Q factor are estimated as 0.13 mW and over 10 000 from the L-L curve and the spectrum near threshold. Comparing the spectra of ͑d͒ before and ͑e͒ after adding a perturbation ͑central air hole͒ in CPC microcavity, the side mode is significantly reduced and the SMSR is increased up to 25 dB.
